Pennsylvania
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION

August 21,

2017

Kelly Denit, National Marine Fisheries Service
NOAA, Office of Sustainable Fisheries
1315 East-West Highway

Silver Spring, MD 20910
Attention: Docket No. NOAA-NMFS-2017-0067

Re:

NOAA Request for Comment on Streamlining Regulatory Processes and Reducing
Regulatory Burden

Dear Ms. Denit:

The Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) respectfully offers the
following comments in response to the Department of Commerce, National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration's announcement (NOAA-NMFS-2017-0067-0001, Volume 82,
No. 129 of the Federal Register, July 7, 2017) of its intent to review the Coastal Zone
Management Act (CZMA) Federal Consistency Regulations (15 C.F.R. Part 930).
CZMA Federal Consistency is protective of states' interests in their coastal uses and
resources.

In enacting the CZMA, Congress acknowledged the responsibility and authority of states to
manage economic development, land use, and natural resources in the coastal zone. Congress
understood coastal states' uniquely vital role in shaping not just local policy but national
policy with respect to the management of resources and uses in coastal areas. The CZMA
acknowledges the states as best suited to understand and manage the unique and various
economic and cultural needs of coastal communities. Federal consistency ensures that federal
activities are compliant with, not disruptive to, state coastal policies.

Federal Consistency is designed to promote early coordination between Federal Agencies and
states to ensure that the objectives of Federal activities are met while also satisfying the
requirements of states' coastal policies. Weakening or rescinding the Federal Consistency
regulations will diminish states' voices at the early stages of planning for Federal activities.
Without the early state input provided for by the Federal Consistency procedures, Federal
activities may encounter state challenges at the later stages of planning or even after an

activity commences. In such instances, delays are likely to be more drawn out and resolutions
costlier to achieve. States may be more inclined to pursue litigation, particularly when an
activity has already commenced or is scheduled to begin soon.
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